A VSC scheme has been proposed for active nutation damping in momentum biased stabilized spacecraft with multiple torque inputs. It was found that a natural hierarchy of controls is imposed by the spatial arrangement of the torque effectors. This facilitates the off-line resolution of possible conflicts among input objectives in their quest for individual sliding surface reachability. Once the sliding surface is reached, and sliding conditions are satisfied, the controlled motions are asymptotically exponentially stable according to prespecified qualitative characteristics. The robustness of VSC with respect to plant parameter variations and external perturbations is studied in [l I], following [12].
local convergence is guaranteed without any extra conditions. Integral action is incorporated into the adaptive controller to eliminate the steadystate error, and to satisfy a condition of the unique solution for the polynomial identity as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently. significant progress has been made on the problem of direct adaptive control for nonminimum phase systems. In [I] , this control scheme needs the polynomial factorization or a nonlinear identification procedure. With a standard linear parameter estimation Elliott [2] resolved the above problems. However. this scheme arises in arbitrary pole placement and requires the estimation of more parameters than those effectively needed for control. These extra parameters are those of a partial state predictor. Allidina and Hughes [3] resolved the problems of [I] and [2] with a self-tuning control structure. Their scheme merely requires the solution of a polynomial identity. The problem of this scheme is the introduction of an unknown polynomial. And also. Praly [4] resolved the problems of [I] and [2] with a bilinear estimation. However. the proposed bilinear parameter estimation problem leads to a computational burden. This note presents a direct or implicit adaptive control structure for single-input single-output nonminimum phase systems. Here we introduce a polynomial identity which together with the Bezout identity resolves the above problems. The above polynomial identity is derived from the pole placement equation and the Bezout identity. By this proposed identity. the open-loop zeros are retained. Hence, it is not assumed that the system is either stable or stably invertible. To estimate the controller parameters a recursive least-squares algorithm [5] , [6] is used. And some additional auxiliary parameters stemmed from the Bezout identity are obtained from the relatively straightforward solution of the polynomial identity using the estimated controller parameters such that the estimated closed-loop system is given predetermined poles. An integrator is incorporated into the adaptive controller in a straightforward fashion to satisfy a condition of the solution for the polynomial identity in addition to eliminating the steady-state error in the output sequence. This proposed direct pole placement scheme guarantees local convergence without any assumptions about parameter convergence or the nature of the external input.
DESIGX OF DIRECT ADAPTIVE COKTROL STRUCTURE
We will consider here a causal feedback control law with the integral action S ( q -' ) u ( k ) = R ( q -l ) e ( k ) (1) with S ( q~' ) = ( l -q -l ) ( l + S , q -' + ---+ s , , q -" * )
(la)
R ( q~' ) = l + r o + r l q~l i ---+ r , , , q -" '
(1b)
where q -I is the delay operator, Y ( k ) is the system output. U ( k ) the controller output or the system input. Um(k) the arbitrary bounded set point sequence to be followed. and e ( k ) the tracking error. Consider a single-input single-output, discrete, linear time-invariant system described by
with A ( q -' ) = l + a l q -' + ---+ a , , q -n a Following Elliott [2] the system can be written in the form:
Let us first design a nonadaptive controller which can assign the poles of (2) arbitrarily when A ( q -0 and B ( q -' ) are known. This will then be converted to an adaptive controller assuming A (q -I ) and B ( q -I) to be unknown. Applying the control law to (3) results in the following closedloop system:
Let C ( q -I) be a monic asymptotically stable polynomial of degree nc whose zeros represent the desired closed-loop pole locations for (4). These can be assigned provided S ( q -' ) and R ( q -I ) satisfy A ( q~' ) S ( q~' ) + q -" B ( q -' ) R ( q -' ) = C ( q -l )
where C ( q -l ) = l + C , q~' + ---+ c , , q~" ' .
(5a)
Since A ( q -l ) and B ( q -' ) are coprime, a unique solution for S ( q -l ) and R ( q -I ) always exists under the condition of [7] . In this case, it is clear from Assumption A.2
that B(q -I) must have no root at q = 1 , When (5) holds, (4) simplifies to 
Since A (q -I) and B ( q -I) are assumed coprime polynomials, there exists a unique pair of polynomials Ho(q -I) and Ko(q -I) of degrees nh = na -1 and nk = nb + d -1, and also polynomials H ( q -I ) and K ( q -I ) which are ko multiples of polynomials Ho(q-') and K 0 ( q -' ) , respectively.
H ( q -' ) = k o H o ( q -l ) = J t o + h , q~' + ---+ h
The coefficient ko in (8) is an arbitrary constant which is not equal to zero. When (8) holds, (5) can be written as where R ' ( q -' ) = R ( q -' ) -1.
(1 la)
Multiplying ( I 1) by Z ( k ) and using (3) yields Then (12) can be written more compactly as 
Then let polynomials H ( q -' ) and K ( q -1 ) be of the following form:

C ( q -' ) H ( q -' ) = A ( q -' ) + k o R ( q -' )
C ( q -' ) K ( q -' ) = koS(q-1) -q -d B ( q -' ) . (15)
In this case the minimal degrees for S(q -I) and R (q -') are nb + d and nu, respectively. These equations can be combined as
S(4-')H(q-')-R(q-')K(q-')=1.
(1 6) Equation (16) can be used to tune H ( q -l ) and K ( q -' ) using S ( q -' ) and R (q ~ I) which are to be estimated. We now investigate the solvability of (161. If S ( q -' ) and R ( q -' ) havethe forms of (14) and (15), respectively, they have coprime such that (16) is always solvable (see the Appendix).
Then by assumption of the coprimeness of A (q -*) and B ( q -I ) the coefficient ko cannot be zero [see (14) and (15)] such that there exist real values of h l and k,! in vector P2.
Observe that the resultant closed-loop system becomes as (7) . As the above identity shows, the integrator in S ( q -' ) is used to satisfy a condition of the unique solution for H ( q -I) and K ( q -I).
B. Adaptive Control Structure
When A ( q -I) and B ( q -l ) are unknown, it is natural to replace the parameter vector P by adjustable parameter vector P ( k ) which will be updated by both the adaptation algorithm and the identity (16).
Let us introduce the following recursive least-square algorithm:
and
In (16). the symbols have the following meaning:
S(k, q~' ) = ( I -q~' ) ( l + s^, ( k ) q -' + --+ s^, ( k ) q -" ) (22)
R ( k , q-')=l+?,(k)+i,(k)q-';---+i,,(k)q~"'
where n. s = nb + d -1 and nr = na.
Then A ( k , q -I) and R(k, q -') are solved from the following identity:
with
A ( k , q-')=ho(k)+h^,(k)q-'+---+h";,,(k)q~"~ (25)
R ( k , q -' ) = k^~( k ) + k^, ( k ) q -' + ---+ L~, , ( k ) q -" k (26)
where nh = nu -1 and nk = nb + d -1.
vector P&).
Dividing (25) and (26) by k^,,(k), we can obtain the auxiliary parameter
where And the input U(k) is also determined as follows. 
S(k, q -' ) U ( k ) = R ( k , q -' ) e ( k ) .
where the cofactor of the element &(k) is not equal to zero, the auxiliary parameters in (27) can assume any arbitrary values. This may be thought to alleviate the solvability problem of (24).
Remark 2.2: Note that nothing has been said about the richness condition on the control input U(k). In this direct pole placement scheme, no persistent excitation condition is needed. This scheme only requires the solvability condition of (24). And compared to the indirect pole placement scheme, an advantage is that this scheme reduces the computational effoll at each step because the determinant of (24) needs not to be calculated.
HI. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
The following example illustrates some features of the algorithm. UDUT factorization method [8] was used throughout for the estimation of the controller parameters. -')=q-1(1.0-3.1q-1+2.2q-2) .
(33)
The following conditions were used:
Initial condition o f P l was taken as r152.9 -293.1 -152.1 159.9IT, and initial condition of was given from (24).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this note we have presented a direct scheme for adaptively controllin_p linear time-invariant discrete-time single-input single-output nonminimum phase systems. In this scheme, a polynomial identity has been derived from the pole placement equation and the Bezout identity, and an integrator has been introduced into the controller to satisfy a condition of the unique solution for the polynomial identity. An example illustrating the performance of the algorithm has also been given. The proof proceeds by contradiction. Suppose that S ( q -I ) and R(q ~ I) have the greatest common factor M ( q -' ) , then
S ( q -' ) = M ( q -' ) S o ( q -' )
(A. 1)
R ( q -l ) = M ( q -' ) R , ( q -' ) . (A.2)
Substituting in ( 3 , we arrive at
M ( q -' ) [ A ( q -' ) S~( q~l ) + q -d B ( q -l ) R o ( q -' ) ] = C ( q -' ) . (A.3)
Since nc < I , we will consider here only two cases. This is the desired contradiction.
